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CA. Gunter, Teow-Hin Ngair and D. Subramanian, The common order-theoretic 
structure of version spaces and ATM% 
We demonstrate how order-theoretic abstractions can be useful in identifying, formalizing, and exploiting 
relationships between seemingly dissimilar Al algorithms that perform computations on partially-ordered sets. 
In particular, we show how the order-theoretic concept of an anti-chain can be used to provide an efficient 
representation for such sets when they satisfy certain special properties. We use anti-chains to identify and 
analyze the basic operations and representation optimizations in the version space learning algorithm and 
the assumption-based truth maintenance system (ATMS). Our analysis allows us to ( 1) extend the known 
theory of admissibility of concept spaces for incremental version space merging, and (2) develop new, simpler 
label-update algorithms for ATMSs with DNF assumption formulas. 
E. Giunchiglia, G.N. Kartha and V. Lifschitz, Representing action: indeterminacy 
and ramifications 
We define and study a high-level language for describing actions, more expressive than the action language 
A introduced by Gelfond and Lifschitz. The new language, AR, allows us to describe actions with indirect 
effects (ramifications), nondetenninistic actions, and actions that may be impossible to execute. It has symbols 
for nonpropositional fluents and for the fluents that are exempt from the commonsense law of inertia. Temporal 
projection problems specified using the language AR can be represented as nested abnormality theories based 
on the situation calculus. 
N. Friedman and J.Y. Halpern, Modeling belief in dynamic systems, Part I: Foun- 
dations 
Belief change is a fundamental problem in Al: Agents constantly have to update their beliefs to accommodate 
new observations. In recent years, there has been much work on axiomatic characterizations of belief change. 
We claim that a better understanding of belief change can be gained from examining appropriate semantic 
models. In this paper we propose a general framework in which to model belief change. We begin by defining 
belief in terms of knowledge and plausibility: an agent believes 4 if he knows that 4 is more plausible 
than -C/J. We then consider some properties defining the interaction between knowledge and plausibility, and 
show how these properties affect the properties of belief. In particular, we show that by assuming two of the 
most natural properties, belief becomes a KD45 operator. Finally, we add time to the picture. This gives us a 
framework in which we can talk about knowledge, plausibility (and hence belief), and time, which extends 
the framework of Halpem and Fagin for modeling knowledge in multi-agent systems. We then examine the 
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problem of “minimal change”. This notion can be captured by using prior pluusibilities, an analogue to prior 
probabilities, which can be updated by “conditioning”. We show by example that conditioning on a plausibility 
measure can capture many scenarios of interest. In a companion paper, we show how the two best-studied 
scenarios of belief change, belief revision and belid update, fit into our framework. 
E. Clementini, I? Di Felice and D. Hernhdez, Qualitative representation of posi- 
tional information 
A framework for the qualitative representation of positional information in a two-dimensional space is pre- 
sented. Qualitative representations use discrete quantity spaces, where a particular distinction is introduced 
only if it is relevant to the context being modeled. This allows us to build a flexible framework that accommo- 
dates various levels of granularity and scales of reasoning. Knowledge about position in large-scale space is 
commonly represented by a combination of orientation and distance relations, which we express in a particular 
frame of reference between a primary object and a reference object. While the representation of orientation 
comes out to be more straightforward, the model for distances requires that qualitative distance symbols be 
mapped to geometric intervals in order to be compared; this is done by defining structure relations that are 
able to handle, among others, order of magnitude relations; the frame of reference with its three components 
(distance system, scale, and type) captures the inherent context dependency of qualitative distances. The 
principal aim of the qualitative representation is to perform spatial reasoning: as a basic inference technique, 
algorithms for the composition of positional relations are developed with respect to same and different frames 
of reference. The model presented in this paper has potential applications in areas as diverse as Geographical 
Information Systems (GIS), Computer Aided Design (CAD), and Document Recognition. 
D. Berleant and B. Kuipers, Qualitative and quantitative simulation: bridging the 
gap 
Shortcomings of qualitative simulation and of quantitative simulation motivate simu- 
lations exhibiting both. The resulting class called semi-quantitafive simulation. 
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E.B. Baum and W.D. Smith, A Bayesian approach to relevance in game playing 
A. Blum and P. Langley, Selection of relevant features and examples in machine 
learning 
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A. Hossain and K.S. Ray, An extension of QSIM with qualitative curvature 
E. Castillo, C. Solares and P. Gomez, Tail uncertainty analysis in complex systems 
M. Freund, Preferential reasoning in the perspective of Poole default logic 
N.L. Tinkham, Schema induction for logic program synthesis 
V. Lifschitz, On the logic of causal explanation (Research Note) 
M. Kaminski, A note on the stable model semantics for logic programs (Research 
Note) 
R. Ben-Eliyahu-Zohary and L. Palopoli, Reasoning with minimal models: efficient 
algorithms and applications 
